Microtransponders, the miniature RFID electronic chips, as platforms for cell growth in cytotoxicity assays.
An electronic radio frequency (RF) microchip, the microtransponder (MTP), has been developed as a platform for assays in the fields of genomics and proteomics. Upon activation by light, each MTP provides a unique RF identification (ID) signal that matches a chip to the specific biological material attached to it. The MTP is powered by a photocell and has an antenna that transmits the signal. The aim of the present study was to explore utility of MTPs as a platform for cell growth in cytotoxicity assays. The MCF-7, MCF-116, A549, or T-24 cells growing on MTPs placed in petri dishes or slide chambers were cultured untreated or exposed to antitumor drugs topotecan, mitoxantrone, or onconase for up to 4 days. Their attachment to- and growth on- MTPs was assessed by fluorescence microscopy and laser scanning cytometry (LSC) and compared with growth on the dish surface in the MTP neighborhood. The MTPs were fixed in ethanol, stained with propidium iodide (PI), and interrogated in flow in the instrument capable to rapidly (up to 103 MTPs/s) identify their ID signal and measure fluorescence. The cells plated on MTPs exhibited similar attachment properties to those plated in culture dishes. When measured by LSC, they had similar mitotic activity, growth rate, and cell cycle distributions as the cells adhering to the culture dish in the neighborhood of MTPs. The fluorescence intensity of MTPs provided information about the cell number per MTP, which made it possible to assess cell growth rate and monitor the cytostatic/cytotoxic effects of the tested drugs. The MTP-based system holds promise for the multiplexed cell assays in which numerous different cell lines can be screened for their growth rate or sensitivity while exposed to particular agents in the same vessel. Other advantages of the system are the rapidity of the screening and a very large number of ID codes. Because many cell lines/types can be assayed in a single dish, the system also offers cost savings on tissue culture reagents.